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"Forgotten under a Tropical Sun is the first examination of memoirs
and autobiographies from officers and enlisted members of the Army,
Navy, and Marines during the Spanish, Filipino, and Moro wars that
attempts to understand how these struggles are remembered. It is
through these stories that the American enterprise in the Philippines is
commemorated. Arranged chronologically, beginning with veterans
who recall the naval victory over the Spanish at Manila Bay in 1898 and
continuing to the conventional and guerrilla wars with the Filipinos, the
stories remember the major campaigns of 1899 and 1900, the
blockade duties, and life in provincial garrisons. Finally, the lengthy
(1899-1913) and often violent military governance in Moroland--the
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Muslim areas of Mindanao--is considered. Within these historical
stages, Forgotten under a Tropical Sun looks at how the writers address
incidents and issues, including accounts of well-known and minor
engagements, descriptions of atrocities committed by both sides, and
the effect on troop morale of the anti-imperialist movement in the
United States."--Provided by publisher.


